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We have already described this problem: There are multiple sound sources. 
Each one is making a complex sound. So the activity in some of these nerve 
fibers come from one source, some comes from another source, and some 
nerve fibers could be responding to multiple sources (the purple trace 
represents the response to components of the “red” source and the “blue: 
source mixed together. So the activity elicited by these multiple sources is 
interleaved across nerve fibers and frequently the same neurons are  responding 
to multiple sources. 
Nonetheless you can separate all this activity into separate sources– you can 
hear the baby crying and the truck and your wife reading to the kids and your 
mother playing the piano.. You can identify each of the sources and you can 
understand what your wife is reading. You know where the sounds are coming 
from. And you can listen to one of the sounds while ignoring the others,
Unfortunately, the nerve fibers responses are not color coded so that the brain 
can figure out which activity is coming from which source, So how does the 
auditory nervous system take the response of the auditory nerve fibers and 
construct this auditory scene?
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How do we know which cues people use?
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People tend to hear two streams as simultaneous rather than alternating when 
the streams are segregated. So you could ask people whether they hear two 
streams or one when I change the characteristics of the two sound sequences. 
People have trouble figuring out the temporal order of events in two streams. It 
sounds like the streams are occurring simultaneously.
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In fact, streaming methods have no way to control for response bias, for 
example.
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There are several sorts of acoustic information that the auditory system could 
use to figure out which components belong together. Most studies of sound 
source segregation focus on identifying and manipulating acoustic cues 
thought be responsible for sound source segregation. However, the auditory 
system rarely receives only one of these cues in isolation. Instead we have 
several cues available.

Some of these cues (the top three) are pretty self-explanatory, and we’ve 
already seen that when these cues are available to separate a probe from a 
masker, threshold is lower. For example, we know that when the probe and the 
masker have vey different frequencies– spectral separation, then the threshold 
for the probe is lower.
The same is true of temporal separation. We know that if the probe is close to 
the masker in time, we can get masking, but that as we increase the time 
difference between them, threshold for the probe gets lower.
And we know that when sounds come on together– forward fringe masking== 
or go off together– backward fringe masking, threshold for the probe is higher. 
When they don’t’ come on or go off together, threshold goes down.

These other cues take a little more explanation,
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Spectral profile refers to the pattern of amplitudes across frequency--the 
spectral shape. The components of sound coming from a single source tend to 
maintain the same amplitude relationship to each other even when the overall 
amplitude changes. Thus, the spectral profile, or spectral shape, remains 
constant, and we could use that fact to group components together. The spectral 
profile is related to the timbre, or quality, of the sound.
People are actually very sensitive to the spectral profile of a sound. And we 
know that people are better at detecting a sound that has a different spectral 
profile than the masker.
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Sources that produce periodic sounds will produce harmonically related 
components. We could group a component with other components that have a 
common fundamental frequency. If you mistune an individual harmonic even 
just a little, listeners will segregate it from the ret of the complex.
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If we measure the detection threshold for a component of a harmonic complex, 
the threshold is lower if the component is mistuned.
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We could group components together if they come from a common location in 
space.
Whether people use this cue in laboratory studies or not seems to depend on 
how many simultaneous sources are used. Spatial separation seems to become 
important when there are several (3 or more) sources.
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The effects of spatial separation have been studied in lateralization-type 
experiments. If we measure the threshold for a tone in noise when the tone and 
noise are presented to the same, single ear, the threshold is higher than if the 
noise is presented to both ears while the tone is presented to just one ear. This 
difference in threshold is referred to as the masking level difference.
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If we think about the lateralization of the tone and noise, we can see why this 
might happen. When tone and noise are presented to one ear, they are 
lateralized to the same position in the head. If the noise is presented to both 
ears, it will be lateralized to the center of the head, while the tone, still in one 
ear, will be lateralized toward the ear of presentation.
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The masking level difference occurs in various conditions and it varies in size 
with condition. In MLD terminology, N stands for noise and S stands for 
signal. A subscript “m” means that the sound is presented to one ear only 
(monotic). A subscript “0” (zero) means that the sound is presented to both ears 
and that it is identical in the two ears (diotic). A subscript “π” means that the 
sound is presented to both ears but that the sound in one ear is 180 degrees (π 
radians) out of phase with the sound in the other ear (dichotic).  NoS∏ produces 
the largest MLDs.
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The components of sound from a common source change in amplitude together 
over time. So we would group a component with other components that have a 
common amplitude (temporal) modulation. Temporal modulation could also be 
frequency modulation, as when a player produces vibrato on a string 
instrument.
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The average rate at which the amplitude varies is proportional to the bandwidth 
of the noise band. But more importantly, it is possible to extract the amplitude 
envelope of one noise band and impose it on another noise band. Now the two 
noise bands have the same amplitude envelope. We say they are comodulated. 
How should comodulated noise bands be perceived?
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One experiment that demonstrates the role of temporal modulations in osund 
source segregation (as indicated by thresholds) is the comodulation masking 
release experiment. Threshold for a tone (“S” in the amplitude spectrum) us 
first measured when the tone is masked by a narrow band of noise centered on 
the tone frequency. The noise band centered on the tone frequency is called the 
target band (“TB” in the amplitude spectrum). Then the threshold for the tone 
is measured when both the target band and another noise band--the cue band--
are present. If the cue band is processed by a different auditory filter than the 
target band, will its presence change the threshold for the tone?
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Sometimes the threshold for the tone is unaffected by the presence of the cue 
band. Sometimes the tone threshold is IMPROVED by the presence of the cue 
band.
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The envelopes are temporal modulations in amplitude. So noise bands with 
different envelopes should be perceived as coming from different sources, 
while noise bands with comodulated envelopes should be perceived as coming 
from the same source. The tone represents still another source, but perceptually 
grouping the target band with the cue band perceptually separates the target 
band from the tone and the tone should be easier to hear.
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Adding a cue band without comodulation gives the same threshold for the tone 
as when only the target band is presented, as long as the cue band frequency is 
processed bu a different auditory filter as the target band. But if the cue and 
target bands are comodulated, threshold for the tone improves.
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Well, spatial separation, we already know about. The rest of these cues, I’ve 
separated into two groups. The top group involves identifying the temporal 
characteristics of a sound, while the bottom group involves identifying the 
spectral characteristics– the amplitude spectrum of the sound.
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Feature extraction begins at the first relay in the nervous system, the cochlear 
nucleus. The AVCN we’ve already discussed. We know that the neurons there 
are primarylike, like auditory nerve fibers. The other two divisions of the 
cochlear nucleus are the posteroventral cochlear nucleus or PVCN and the 
dorsal cochlear nucleus, or DCN. The PVCN is the first stage of temporal 
feature detection, while the DCN is first stage of spectral feature detection. 
Besides some special circuitry that we will not discuss, these two sections of 
the CN have neurons with very specialized structures that allow them to 
respond to very specific features of a sound.
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Recall that numerous cell types are found in the cochlear nucleus with different 
neuron types being found in different subdivisions.
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The shapes of these cells are not random. They are built the way they are to 
make them respond to only certain things about the message they receive from 
the auditory nerve. 
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So each cell type in the cochlear nucleus has a peculiar anatomy and circuitry 
that results in specific PST histogram, intensity response, and tuning curve. I 
want to highlight a few well-known cell types.

The octopus cells in the PVCN have a very interesting PST histogram (second 
graph from the top, below the tuning curve). The neuron produces a big onset 
response, and then it just stops responding. This is called an onset response. If 
you were trying to figure out if two sounds came on at the same time, this 
neuron isolates just the onsets.
The multipolar cells in the PVCN also have interesting PST histograms; the 
stellate cells in the AVCN have similar response properties. They have an onset 
response, and then they stop. Then they respond again, and stop, and again and 
stop. Their on-off behavior occurs at a regular rate that is different for different 
cells. The is called a chopper response. Chopper cells respond maximally to 
amplitude modulated sounds. So if you are looking for your temporal 
modulations, this would be these would be the neurons to go to.

Finally, look ath two neuron types in the DCN, giant cells and fusiform cells. 
They have different sorts of the PST histograms, but what is interesting about 
hem is their “tuning curves”, the top left graph. This doesn’t look like any 
tuning curve we’ve seen before. The neruon is inhibit by a braod range of 
frquencies and intenistites, and it is excited by only very specific frequency and 
intensity combinations– shown in the small dark pathces in the graph. This is a 
neuron that is looking for very specific spectral features.
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